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Fall Mini-Meet
October 19, 2015 -- Eugene
irst Division’s fall mini-meet followed the
National NMRA convention in Portland, OR by
two months. In addition to the usual fare of
clinics, model contests, and door prizes, we were
treated to a presentation by Ed Schaenzer MMR,
describing his awards in national competition.
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This photo, a scene
from part of Ed
Schaenzer’s sawmill,
won first prize for Ed
in the mini-meet photo
contest. Other first
prize winners are
shown below. Best in
Show was awarded to
Bruce McGarvey’s
structures. Photo by
Christopher Jones.

Lachlan “Mac” MacKinnon presents the Umpqua
Valley Model Railroad Club Free-Mo standards. Photo
by Jim Van Delden.
Jim Crueger gave
a clinic on how to
build structures
from paper. His
clinic included
tips on how to
find and build
models at low
cost. Photos at
left by Jim Van
Delden.

Chip car and Mallet locomotive models by Nick
Lehrbach. Photos by Christopher Jones

Farmhouse and barn structures by Bruce McGarvey.
Photo by Christopher Jones.
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d Schaenzer MMR, of First Division, took home
several awards at the NMRA National
Convention, the Portland Daylight Express,
held in Portland, OR in August 2015. This page
presents photos of three entries that won beautiful
plaques. The O scale sawmill (above), was best judged
kit-built display. The On30 work train (below) won
both the People’s Choice first place for Favorite Train
and the iwata award for most realistic rolling stock. The
photo at lower right won second place in black-andwhite photography of models. The following two
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pages contain more photographs of the sawmill and
work train.

Photos on this page by Ed Schaenzer.
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Photos above on right by Jim Van Delden.

Photos above on left by Ed Schaenzer MMR.
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Photos above by Ed Schaenzer MMR. Other work train photos on pages 4-6 by Jim Van Delden.

expect to operate alone. Byron’s clinic alerted me to
things that can improve operations, even one-man
operations.
Everyone involved in layout design or redesign
should be aware of design and operating ideas. I
present some ideas here; you may also want to enroll in
LDSIG or OPSIG. LDSIG membership includes
quarterly newsletters, and is priced at $16 per year for
email or $40 for mailed newsletters. The SIG also has
an active twitter presence. OPSIG membership also
includes quarterly newsletters and is priced at $7 for
email or $20 for mailed newsletters. OPSIG has a
Yahoo group and several online resources available to
members.
Byron’s clinic had the title, “...Looking Beyond the
Timesaver.” I have long been a fan of John Allen’s
micro-layout design, affectionately called the
Timesaver, ironically because it was designed precisely

Small Layout Design
By Rich Pitter

T

his article was inspired by the clinic that Byron
Henderson gave at the NMRA 2015 National
Convention in Portland. Byron is a member of
the NMRA Layout Design SIG (LDSIG), its Operations
SIG (OPSIG), and several western U.S. railroad
historical societies.
Frank Ellison operated his O scale Delta Lines
during the 1950’s with an eye on the theatrical drama of
a railroad moving passengers and freight efficiently
throughout its system. Layout design and operations
are two facets of this drama. Architects fine-tune layout
design and timetables and rules enable interesting and
engaging operation. The HO scale layout I am building
has room for two or three operators at most. Often, I
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to waste time. Byron shook me out of my reverie by
mentioning how inappropriate such a switching design
is for an operating layout.
between operating sessions. All of these let you operate
over time with a larger variety of cars than normally
operate during a single session.
Major industries can enhance operations. The idea
is not to build, say, a steel mill that occupies a square
yard of precious layout space, but rather to represent
such an industry, which requires a variety of cars, as a
backdrop industry or one that exists all or mostly in the
aisle, and hence off your layout. Doing this can create
the impression of a large railroad client that requires
your attention.
Interchange tracks not only serve as a method for
staging, but may also set the time and place of your
railroad through your choice of the interchange
company.
Finally, prototype inspiration doesn’t require
duplicating real scenes, but rather, through your study
of real structures, scenery, and rolling stock, captures
the atmosphere and makes your layout more plausible.
In addition to those “cornerstones” for layout
design, realistic scenery refers to more than backdrop
murals or terrain features that impose the need for
tunnels and bridges. This concept includes things as
simple as a loading dock on your team track and
appropriate paving on access roads within your yard. It
also includes the need for lots of figures to bring life to
your scenes.
Finally, fine scale operations includes operating at
or near prototype speeds, but the concept goes beyond
that.
It includes such matters as treatment of
perishables (icing and priority routing), crew shifts,
seasonal factors (transport of crops or livestock), and
cleaning and weighing of cars. For steam operations,
your crews should be diligent in keeping their tender
filled with water and fuel. Byron also mentioned that
you should consider how your train crew operates.
Coupling, uncoupling and throwing turnouts all require
a brakeman who may need to walk from one spot to
another.
Byron specifically mentioned the switchback, so
perhaps you may want to consider what he has to say if

In contrast, Linn Wescott’s Switchman’s
Nightmare, shown below, provides more realistic
operation, resembling a small interchange yard (the
beta yard) with industries on the backdrop and an alpha
yard that could be a large industry with multiple spots.

Byron presents ways to make small layouts more
operable. These take principles that are normally
applied to larger layouts and use them in a more
compact manner. The layout design ideas involve
Staging, Major Industries, Interchange, and Prototype
Inspiration. He calls these the “Four Cornerstones.”
Additionally, realistic scenery and “fine scale”
operations enhance operating interest. Let’s discuss
each of these items in turn, starting with the four
cornerstones.
In layout design, staging means tracks and
operations that connect the layout with the outside
world. This may mean having staged trains that run
through the layout at intervals, having a ferry to shunt
cars off and on your layout, or designating a spur or two
as your interchange track(s) for exchanging cars
5
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you are designing a yard or have an existing
switchback. Switchbacks with industries on each wing,
that frequently require spotted cars to be moved then
replaced in the process of spotting a car, are nearly nonexistent in real life. They provide a puzzle for the
operator to resolve, but they are often not good use of
railroad company resources. Rather than build a
switchback to serve industries, consider building two
spurs that cross on a diamond. If you have space to lay
the second turnout, you maintain the puzzle element of
trailing and facing point set-outs but eliminate the
costly use of railroad personnel time to shunt and reshut cars. The plan below shows this concept.
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That said, and taking the previous point in mind, it is
often beneficial to fudge a prototype track plan slightly
in order to pull a runaround track into a scene, and also
to pull nearby siding elements together. Why? It
enhances operation because the operator can focus on a
single scene and plan switching operations to several
local industries. Below is one example of overlapping
several industrial sidings and a runaround track. It is
built for HO scale, but similar designs can be drawn for
other scales.

If you still feel like a variation of John Allen’s
Timesaver layout is what you really want, then by all
means, go to it. It has its place at shows where Boy
Scouts can operate model trains and not only get credit
towards a merit badge, but may also get inspired to
become lifetime model railroaders. If you are in the
process of designing a layout or redesigning an existing
layout, LDSIG and OPSIG members have considerable
experience to offer. It is fun to build layouts, but the
difference between, say, model railroading and building
model sailing ships, is that, when you are done building
your layout, you can operate it for years. Switching is
part of railroading, but if you build too much puzzle
solving into your layout, you may grow tired of it too
soon.

Taken from Byron Henderson’s clinic handout

Another element of prototypical operations is the
runaround, a double-ended siding (passing track) that
lets the engineer position the locomotive at the proper
end of the cars for shunting into an industrial spur.
Byron mentioned that some published plans omit these
sidings, following prototypical plans. That may be so,
but the sidings are probably close by--just off-scene.
Are you committed to reproduction of the prototype at
expense of your operating enjoyment? If not, you can
redesign the plan, which brings us to our final topic.
Real railroads have length in abundance. Mile-long
freight trains are assembled in yards without the need to
assemble portions on adjacent tracks, and train meets
are scheduled at passing sidings sufficiently long that
“sawback” methods are not necessary. (The sawback
method may be fun to do once in model railroading, but
it gets tiresome on repetition, and I imagine that real
train crews would have hated to do that.) Model layouts
don’t have length in abundance, but often have
sufficient width for another track or two.

Resources
NMRA Operations SIG: www.opsig.org. OpSIG,
PO Box 67, Wood Dale, IL 60191.
NMRA Layout Design SIG: www.ldsig.org.
LDSIG Member Services, 668 Snyder Hill Rd, Lititz,
PA 17543.
Byron Henderson: www.layoutvision.com. 6455
Almaden Expressway #216, San Jose, CA 95120.
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Local Railroad Clubs
These clubs are not affiliated with NMRA but they have members in NMRA and have expressed an interest in

hosting First Division members as guests and prospective new club members.
The Atlantic & Pacific N-gineers meet near downtown Junction City. They operate a permanent mobile 50’ x 24’
L-shaped DCC layout that they display at shows in the region. For meeting information, contact Mike Adams at
mdadams006@aol.com or 541-913-5865.
The Corvallis Society of Model Engineers meets every Wednesday at 7 PM. Visitors are welcome. The club is
located in an old gas station at 7155 Vandenberg Ave. in Adair Village, about 6 miles north of downtown
Corvallis on Highway 99W. For information, visit club website at www.csme1959.org.
The Eastern Cascades Model Railroad Club and the associated Live Steamers meet on Wednesdays at the club
house, 21540 Modoc Lane (off Ward Road east of Bend), 7-9 PM. Info: http://www.ecmrr.org/ or (541) 3171545.
The Ochoco Valley Railroad Club meets most every Sunday, 2-4 PM in the club house on the Crook County
Fairgrounds. Contact Brad Peterson at (541) 447-6158 or Glenn Edmison at (541) 617-1110.
The Rogue Valley Model Railroad Club meets on (usually) first Saturday of the month, 10 AM at Medford
Railroad Park. Contact Ron Harten at sprucerr@earthlink.net.
The Umpqua Valley Model Railroad Club meets Thursday nights at 7 PM in the basement of the law officesat 880
SE Jackson St. in Roseburg, OR. The club has a modular railroad layout in one room and is building additional
modules. For information, contact Nick Lehrbach at lehrbach@rosenet.net.
The Willamette Cascade Model Railroad Club meets the second Saturday of each month at 7 PM at the
Springfield Utility Board Energy & Conservation Services Building, 223 A St., Springfield. For information,
contact Lee Temple at ttandt@ram-mail.com.
All model railroad clubs within the boundaries of First Division, who have NMRA members and who welcome First
Division members as guests, are invited to contact Rich Pitter (richpitter@aol.com) to obtain a free listing in the
Brakeman’s Rag. They are additionally welcome to advertise upcoming public events in the Brakeman’s Rag.
We provide this service for the benefit of NMRA members in our Division who seek local model train events.

The NMRA Achievement Program and You
By Rich Pitter
ftentimes, when someone approaches me regarding benefits of NMRA membership, they are weighing
their dues against some in-kind benefit. I do not consider $66 per year in dues to be a small sum to most
modelers. Model railroaders are not often retired or rich; rather, they are people interested in model trains.
Therefore, for most members, their hobby expenses are frugally budgeted.
NMRA hears those voices. Although dues will not be reduced in the foreseeable future, President Getz
announced that the organization is close to getting merchants, such as some hobby shops and materials suppliers
(Loews and Home Depot were mentioned) to offer discounts to NMRA members. NMRA is also close to getting
IRS approval for all entities of the organization to obtain 501(c)(3) IRS status. When it happens, individuals and
merchants in the U.S. may be able to deduct contributions to their Division or Region.
Moreover, NMRA provides an opportunity to expand your model railroad skill through the Achievement
Program (AP). The following pages reprint an article dispelling some myths of AP. The myth list isn’t complete;
I’ve heard stories of judges abusing their authority on Merit Award judging in past decades. Give AP a try. If you
have a layout, pursue the Golden Spike Award and consider steps towards AP certificates. And talk with people in
the Division who have Merit Awards; they can help you understand the AP requirements better..
7
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Dispelling Myths About the Achievement Program
By Martin Brechbiel –MER Contest Chair; Brian Sheron, MMR –Potomac Division AP Coordinator;
and Charlie Flichman, MMR –MER Achievement Program Manager
recent look at the NMRA Achievement for any that wish to grow their skills, knowledge, and
Program (AP) in the Potomac Division range of capabilities.
revealed some interesting statistics. The
Basketball has always been a good analogy. If you
Division has a membership of about 400 members. Of only play basketball with people who are much shorter
that, a total of 46 members are participating in the AP, in
than you, and perhaps are not as good as you, there is
that they either have a Golden Spike Award, and/or have probably not a lot of challenge for you to make baskets.
at least one achievement certificate. However, if you However, if you play against people who are as tall as
eliminate those members that only have Golden Spike you, or even taller than you, or have good basketball
Awards, that also do not have any Achievement Awards
skills, you force yourself to improve in order to keep up.
(14), then the number of members that have at least one You improve your moves; improve your shooting and
Achievement Certificate drops down to 32. This of all related skills. The same is true for the Achievement
course does not account for any of those members that Program, except it might be more akin to golf or
are actively working on their first AP award, but then bowling in truth, if you want to use a sports analogy.
there are also those that got their Golden Spike Award,
What competition exists only exists between the
and then stopped.
modeler that you are now and the one you can become,
Model Railroading is all about just that–modeling by testing or measuring yourself and your skills against
railroads. Most, if not all of us, are in the hobby because the achievement goals. The goals are designed to
we have a love for railroad models and modeling and challenge you and help you improve your modeling and
the fun that we derive from this hobby. And modeling model railroading skills.
involves creativity. It provides an artistic outlet for us to
So why don’t more modelers participate in the
learn, develop, and grow those skills to create scenes, program? Everyone has their reasons. However, many
models of structures, models of rolling stock, and times we hear reasons that may be based on false
models of motive power. It also provides us with an information. And there are many who may have heard
opportunity to learn and/or apply our carpentry, of these reasons, and were frightened off before even
electrical and basic engineering skills. Finally, it starting. There is a surprising amount of myth and
provides us opportunities to learn operations, writing misinformation that gets presented and passed around
and communicating with our fellow modelers, and as gospel from “experts,” much of which can be put into
generally promoting all of those social interactions that the same category as old wives’ tales.
make up that aspect of the hobby, much of which is a The purpose of this article is to hopefully dispel some of
key component of the hobby for many.
the myths about the AP that may be scaring people to try
To assist the modeler in his/her quest to achieve the program.
proficiency in all of these areas, the NMRA created the
Achievement Program. So, just what is the
1. “I just don’t have the modeling skills.”
Achievement Program? It is a program consisting of 11
Modeling, like anything else you do in life, takes
areas related to almost all facets of model railroading in practice and some work in order to do it well. You may
which specific achievement goals are set. The purpose have to build several cars or structures before one of
of these goals is to help the modeler improve his/her them receives a merit award. And of course, it is
modeling and model railroading skills by the attainment disappointing to spend a lot of time and effort on a
of some or even all these goals, such that the modeler model that does not receive a Merit Award. But what
will learn and acquire a broad range of skills that will you do receive is experience –and there’s that practice
aid or assist him/her to become better at many of the component at work, too. Few start out as gifted, talented
aspects of model railroading.
modelers – almost all had to practice and learn from the
It does not require one to master all 11 areas, but beginning.
only a subset of 7 of the 11, appropriately distributed to
And, beyond the model building, there’s also the
reasonably touch upon a selection of fundamental learning component surrounding whatever the car or
model railroading skill sets. The goals are not designed structure was that you built. There’s a lot that goes into
to be easy to obtain, but then again, they are also not prototype modeling and that takes some research and
designed to be impossible, and that with the acquisition learning by a modeler. By building a specific prototype
of the requisite skills and practice, should be achievable or prototype-based model, there’s more going on that
8
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just simply building a model. Now, this is evaluated by
being judged, so regardless of the outcome, you find out
what the judges are looking for, you find out what you
overlooked, and you learn you need to improve on, and
in doing so you improve your own abilities across the
board.
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Not true! In order to meet the requirements for the
MMR, you must receive achievement certificates in 7
of the 11 AP categories. Of the 7, you must receive at
least 1 in each of the 4 broad categories. Upon further
inspection of the MMR requirements, in theory you can
actually meet the requirements for MMR by only
getting an achievement award in 1 category that
actually requires scratchbuilding. There are 6
categories in the remaining 3 broad areas that do not
require any scratchbuilding (see below for a
breakdown). In reality, it might be difficult for everyone
that wants to earn their MMR to serve as a Regional or
National officer, so getting all three of the “Service to
the Hobby” categories could prove to be difficult.
Scratchbuilding in at least two categories is a more
likely scenario. Let’s also reflect back on this to the
scoring of judged models as well, since there’s a belief
(another myth) that is perpetuated that only scratchbuilt
models can get Merit Awards and that this arena is
effectively closed to kits and kit-bashing. This is not
true. For example, in the “Cars” category, while you
must build 8 models and 4 must be scratchbuilt, the 4
that are scratchbuilt are not required to be the ones that
are merit judged. You can have up to four kit built cars
merit judged to meet the requirements. Scratchbuilding is but 15 of the 125 available points for judged
models and you need 87.5 for a Merit Award.

2) “I have been told there is too much paperwork.”
Most things in life these days require paperwork,
and the AP program is no different. However, for the
most part, this excuse and complaint falls into one of the
crevasses of myth and misinformation. The paperwork
is not excessive or complicated, and many fellow model
railroaders that work in the Achievement Program are
more than happy to explain what is needed, why it is
needed, and even provide example packages.
Admittedly, some people have not found the NMRA
guidance clear, and this has led to confusion as to what
paperwork is needed. We suggest you should always
first consult with your division AP Coordinator, any AP
certificate holder, or MMR for assistance regarding
what paperwork is needed and what it should contain,
and they should be willing to honor that request for help.
In fact, all three of us have reviewed paperwork in
advance for modelers prior to conventions or in-home
judging. Basically, the only paperwork that is required
is that needed to succinctly explain what you did and
how you did it. Yes, folks all too frequently submit
binders of paperwork for models to be judged in contest
rooms at all levels in the NMRA or even for in-home
judging. Anything much over 2 pages of information as
broken down by the judging form is probably excessive
–maybe a picture or two and plans, but anything much
over that is unnecessary.

Category Areas and Their Scratchbuilding
Requirements:
Railroad Equipment: Scratchbuilding Component
Motive Power - 1 of 3 Merit Awards
Cars - 4 of 8 cars.
Railroad Setting:
Structures - 6 of 12 structures.
Scenery - None.
Prototype Models - 2 of 6 models

3) “I’ve heard the Achievement Program costs a lot of
money; scratchbuilding is a financial burden.”
No. The argument that the AP is a financial burden,
and that the cost of scratchbuilding is too much simply
does not bear out. Participating in the Achievement
Program shouldn’t cost any more than what a model
railroader normally invests in the hobby. For example,
the scratchbuilding supplies needed to build a scratchbuilt car or structure will likely cost the same or less
than if you bought a quality craftsman kit of the same or
similar car or structure. And, the cost of building a car,
engine, or structure that will receive a Merit Award will
almost certainly be comparable or even cost less than a
craftsman quality readybuilt structure, engine, or readyto-run car.

RR Construction & Operation:
Civil Engineering - 3 pieces of track work.
Electrical Engineering - None.
Chief Dispatcher - None.
Service to The Hobby:
Association Official - None.
Association Volunteer - None.
Model RR Author - None.
In summary, scratchbuilding is just one component
of the overall MMR requirements, but it is not the
predominant one.

4) “There’s too much emphasis on scratchbuilding.”
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5) “I’ll never be good enough.”
You would be surprised how many people become
“good enough” after a bit of practice. However, you’ll
never know unless you try. This connects back to “I
don’t have the skills.” Nearly every time we ask how
someone knows this or if we question how they have
tried, we get something along the lines of “I don’t
know…” or “I haven’t tried, but I know I can’t do that.”
Henry Ford once stated, “If you think you can do a thing
or can’t do a thing, you’re right.” Why give up before
starting? And, there are folks all around you that should
be willing to help you either local to you or via the
Internet.
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7) “Joe Schmo said that…”
Are you sure Joe is right? Don’t assume. Get
accurate information from your divisional or regional
AP coordinator, other AP certificate holders, and/or
MMRs. Get your information from folks that have
gotten Merit Awards and AP certificates; get your
information from those that have succeeded and should
be willing to help you.
8) “I don’t want to!”
Ok, that’s a perfectly good reason and everyone
needs to respect that expression of choice. But honestly,
ask yourself if it’s really not the first part of a sentence
that ends in one of the excuses or reasons discussed
above in disguise.
So in conclusion, if you’ve ever given any thought
to participating in the NMRA’s Achievement Program,
but were reluctant to because of any of the reasons
discussed above, we strongly encourage you to rethink
your decision and give it a try.
Chances are, you’ll be pleasantly surprised!

6) “I don’t have the time.”
Now that might very well be true, and everyone has
other interests or obligations which compete for their
time. But remember, there’s no time requirement on
participating in the AP; there’s no rush to finish or
deadline to meet. I (Martin) have a pretty time
demanding career (so far!), but I still have managed to
get a few Merit Awards and AP Certificates. I just putter
in my shop when I take breaks from my work duties to
escape the home office. Just like anything else,
investing a little at a time slowly adds up.

This article was published in the May/June 2012 issue
of the Local, the newsletter of the Mid-Eastern Region.

Model Train Shows and Events
December 2015 - May 2016
Dec. 18 - 20: Ochoco Valley Railroad Club Christmas Open House. 5:30 - 8:30 PM, Crook County
Fairground, held in conjunction with Christmas in the Pines Christmas Lights Drive-Through and Christmas
Miniatures Museum Open House. Info: Glenn Edmison at gedmison@aol.com or (541) 617-1110.
Jan. 29 - 31: 37th Annual Willamette Cascade Model Railroad Club Show, Valley River Center, Eugene
during mall hours. Info: Lee Temple at ttandt@ram-mail.com.
Spring (Date and location to be announced): First Division Mini-Meet.
Apr. 9 - 10: Willamette Cascade Model Railroad Club 28th Annual Model Railroad Swap Meet & Train Show,
Lane County Fairgrounds, 796 W. 13th Ave., Eugene.Info: Lee Temple at ttandt@ram-mail.com.
Looking ahead:
June 15 - 19: Pacific Northwest Region Convention, Selkirk Express 2016.
Salmon Arm, British Columbia, Canada. Info:
www.selkirkexpress2016.ca.
July 3 - 10: NMRA National Convention, Indianapolis, IN. Info:
www.nmra.org.
Fall (Date and location to be announced): First Division Mini-Meet.
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